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The purpose of this report to to provide Aircraft Ma ntanacw

anagamnt a f ninering information necessary to select the

optimum moernization plan to update the misting sheet metal

shop for the Aircraft Divisiy building 375, at Ian Antonio Air

Logistics Center (A-ALC).

During interim study and analysis report review of December

17, 191, four conceptual layout* were presented to SA-ALC. It

was concluded that one modernization layout would be prepared for

the final report.

This report describes the methodology used in accumulating data

and how these data were interpreted to derive the proposed

modernization layout.

The recommendations and mo" serniation plan to upgrade the

owisting sheet metal shop are ed aen survesw and analyses

conducted by a oing Aereoeo operations (O) team

representing the Naterials and Processes, Facilities, and

Mwfla ufacwtm diemiplim. e

2.0

The purpos of this moengotion study io to provide

rssemmendat-- to S-.C for mdedrnising the shoe WAL

facility. Thewe ree oeneim include the adUption of the

I



l atest advancements In sheet metalU fu'icati en equipmen~tt

improve productivity of the sheet mtal facility,

The tasks of thisa study wore to#

I- Kvalu~tO Present shoot metal operations at SA-ALC with

regard to organiization, worklsad, and equipment to

stabl ish & basis f#er developing Productivity improvement

receedt ons.

2. Study ether sheet metal manufacturers' operations to

deteretne desirable teshnelegy and equipment capabili ties

which could be utilized to impreove the sheet metal

operatioens at 84ALC. This study focused on processes,

equipme, 9 workisad, werk flew, and organizational

interfaces.

3. Dovelep optimum modernizatien plan to upgrade the present

sheet metal shop In Building 375 at UA-A.LC.

4. Study the present support erganizational interfaces

(10e69 ngtineoring, Planning, Scheduling, etc.),9

scheduling toehniqme and parte asseuntabilityl and

proide rosmeeWai one to minimSize work stOPPAge,

misdireatad material flow,, material shortages, and other

parts oentrol prolems.

2



The evaluatii activity proceeded through theme major stopes

1. Conded sheet mtal shop surey to evaluate and

document current conitions.

2. Conducted remt site s~urvey to evaluate the site",

methods of operation and to acertain if portions of

thetir technology and techniques could be applied to M-

ALC operations.

3. Conducted equipment evaluation at UA-ALC and evaluated

maintenance recordm.

4. Developed four shoot metal shop conceptual layouts in

ufficient detail to provide estimated budgetary costs

for now equipment and an indication of Increased

fabrication capability. Each conceptual layout allowed

for integration of new machines with umisting equipment

and progressive elimination of obsolete machine.

S. Determined potential impact to support organization

interfaces due to the large quantities of data and

material required to support the proposed modernization

plan.

The r wmseatian plan was selected frem the four

conceptual Isyomts presented to UA-ALC an December 17, 1965.

This plan allews for integration of new machines with existing

equipment and preor ive eikdnati en of olete machines.

9@m& imuetjng mingm we to be refutied to return them to

near-now capabilities. Nige"-tW"nlogy ancillary equipment is

. a-* ig e yB v~d ~ .% (..Ai | _____
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recmmended. This plan can be implemented in small Increents so

that there will be little or no impact to the sheet metal

production capability during the transition period.

With the introduction of new high-technology machines and

equipment in the sheet metal shopq, large amounts of data (parts

fabrication plans, digitized data sets, etc.), tooling, and

material are required. The support organization interfaces

(i.e., Enginering, Planning, Material, Scheduling, etc.) must be

in a position to respond to this increased work load.

Recommendations are provided to enhance support organizations*

capability.

3.0 SAN ANTONIO FACILITY SUVEY

A survey of the Air Force Air Logistics Center in San Antonio,

Texas, was conducted an August 20-23, 1905. The objective of the

survey was to familiarize team members with available information

on sheet metal operations, facilities, and anticipated shop work

loads. Probleme with the existing sheet metal fabrication shop

and data processing were also nted.

Parts being fabricated in the shot metal area of Building 37!

(reference Figure 1, Sheet Metal Shop - Existing) during the

survey were primarily in support of the Pacer-Lite program to

replace cowling@ an the 2-52H. This requires SA-ALC to build

replacement cowling assemblies for all of the 3-O2W aircraft in

the inventory. In addition to this major undertaking, the sheet

4
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metal area w al supporting Material Inventory Center (HIC)

replacement and 14aintenance Items Subject to Repair (NISTR)

hardware.

The various processing shops (heat treat, cleaning, painting,

etc.) were not surveyed. Their ability to support an increase in

productivity of the sheet metal shop is not known and would be

difficult to determine without detailed knowledge of current and

anticipated work loads.

During the shop survey, several situations were observed which

appear to be counterproductive and would not support a proposed

schedule-oriented system. They weres

1. Shop mechanics devised their own tooling.

2. Parts were being made on a hydraulic press using a rubber

assist on some of the tools (form block). This resulted

in unacceptable flanges which required hand working to

achieve a finished part.

3. Sand saws had apparent excess chatter, possibly

Indicating the wrong type of blade. Shop mechanics

indicated saw blades were not appropriate for the job at

hand. Correct blades had been ordered but substitution

was mdo during procurement.

4. Large pallets of raw material were setting idle because

of

- Job being helt because of shop "earned-hours"

requirements to satisfy bookkeeping.

A "
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- Material waiting release of job or being held waiting

for other materials or parts.

5. There was no evidence of a controlled production

schedule.

6. Tool proofing was not being conducted.

Poorly maintained power machines also contributed to less than

optimum productivity. Those noted during the survey were

1. Hydroform press were out of service for long periods of

time.

2. Visible cracks in structural members of major machines

limited the machine's capability and also presented

potential personnel safety hazards.

3. There were no modern "state-of-the-art" attachments or

high-technology add-ons, such as trapped rubber heads on

hydraulic presses or punching capability on brake

presses.

4.0 REMOTE SITE JRVfE

Remote site survey* were conducted to evaluate the sites' methods

of operation and to ascertain if portions of their technology and

techniques could be applied to SA-ALC operations. To perform

these surveys, a SAO team representing Manufacturing Engineering,

Manufacturing Planning, and Materials and Processes Engineering

was organized to survey the following sitest

7
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Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (SCAC) - Seattle, Washington,
September 3 through 5, 1995

Uniqueness - Automated planning and scheduling systems. This is

a low lot size production operation with many lot sizes of 10 to

20 parts. SCAC"s automation system controls material

procurement, scheduling, shop routing, and tooling for a

scheduled quantity of up to 4.6 million parts/year.

Boeing Military Airplane Company (BMAC) - Wichita, Kansas,

September 9 through 13, 1985

Uniqueness - Insertion of single part requirements into

standardized system. Conversion of multiple airframe

manufacturers" drawing data (L1011, DC1O, DCS, or A300) to usable

SMAC working data is a major undertaking. This conversion is

digitized for NC machines and put in the standard planning system

(same as 8CAC). The parts are then processed to the airplane in

10 to 17 calendar days.

Sacramento Air Logistics Center (SM-ALC) - Sacramento, California,

September 24 and 25, 1995

Uniqueness - Innovations to standard Air Force regulations. SM-

ALC is implementing a new parts control system which schedules

work to shops on a parts-needed basis. This starts with a

preplanning function which improves material procurement, defines

materials for volume procurement, and reduces lost or misplaced

parts and materials.

a!
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United Airlines (UAL) - San Francisco, CA., September 26, 1985

Uniqueness - Like D1IAC, UAL has all airframe manufacturers

represented in its inventory. UAL's is a repair and maintenance

operation, whereas BMAC's is a modification operation. To meet

its demands, UAL. has taken standard company processes and applied

them to all airframes. It also is involved in quick turnaround

for repairs and has devised an organizational interface

communication system. This system starts with the preplanning

meeting, which defines expected requirements. Each responsible

organization preplan% its preliminary work on the basis of this

expected requirement and is then in a position to implement work

when engineering releases final data.

Machines, facilities, and craftsmen at each site were found to be

basically the same. The difference in productivity is

significant and is caused by the difference in requirements at

each facility. Each site visited is applying new technology to

its operations and facilities, each in a different manner. Many

of these techniques can be applied to the SA-ALC modernization

layout. Appendix A (Industrial Site Survey Technology Assessment

Report) provides additional information regarding techniques and

methods utilized in the various facilities.

5.0 EQUIPMENT EVALUATION ATq ft_.

The sheet metal shop facilities encompass some 24,245 square feet

divided into two areass L3,300 square feet for power machines and

the balance for hand operations. Machines are old, averaging 24.

9
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years of servi ce. The major Item of sheet metal power equipment

at SA-ALC are shasm in Appendix B, Table &-1. This table

Identifies year of delivery, spare parts availability, and other

evaluation data.

Maintenance data were provided for 11 items of power wauipment as

shown in Appendix 3, rabies 8-2 through 3-12. Them maintenance

date were evaluated to arrive at anticipated maintenance costs as

illustrated in Appendix 3, Figures 8-1 through 3-5. Analyses of

these data were use to arrive at the conclusions and

recommendations in Table 9-I.

6.0 SHEJT METAL SHOP MODE IZATION LAYOUT

6.1 rztuction Caoacit

Since baseline data were not available for the sheet metal shop

parts count, part size, material, process flow, etc., the

following reference documents were utilized to arrive at

projected requirements and capabilitiess

1. A-W013, A12-UD-4434 MMSIP Monthly Production Count

Summary/Analysits, dated June 30, 1915.

2. Analysis of Material and Parts Processing at Aircraft

Division, Contract Number F41100-I5-COOYO, dated

October 18, I .

3. Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) Sheet

Metal Center Concept Design Volume I1, Contract Number

F33615-73-C-5149, dated September, 1981.

10
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From Item 1. above and conversations ith UA-ALC peregnnel, it

was determined that the M-ALC baline sheet metal parts outpt

iS between 9,000 and 10,000 parts per month. A output of 10,000

parts per month will be utilized for this study. Figures 4.4 and

4.5, In Volu m I of item 2. above, provide a &-ew growth

projection of 21.2 percent. This figure also identifies the

numbers and types of aircraft subJect to UA-ALC's control during

this &-year period. Assuming that this growth would be

applicable to work load growth in the sheet metal ares, a 21

percent growth estimate is used for calculations.

From the supporting documents listed above, the following data

were derived.

1. The present shet metal production count is 10,000 parts

per month with a total Increase of 21 percent in r-yars

to 12,100 parts per month. (Reference document 1.

above.)

Where single-yer Increases are calculated, the factor

of 12.86 percent will be used, which is the percent age

gain frm fiscal year ft to fiscal year 0. This factor

will be considered the Osurge" load baseline. (Rerence

document 2. above. )

2. Material usae (Reference document 3. abeve.)

percentages are an #ellwse

56 a Aluminum Alleys

7- Stainless Steel

11
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Them o se weUS WO ieervati vs and will vary based en data

preomeing, flew pattern, mtrial, shop mechanic skills, and

proesssing shoposmpprts These date have been used to calculate

the pential Increased fabrication capablitty s sham in Figure

2, Sheet Metal Shop Mdernization Layout, and in Figure 3, Parts

Data.

6.2 P .- u--lanm

To as t UA-ALC m me t in the selection and Justification of

the ast appr-opriate, factility, cost stimates for new equipment

were prepared for beth the misting facility an a now fac ty.

frw conceptual layouts were preareds tee layouts for the

suisting facility and twon for a proposed new facility.

Each conceptual l ayout allowed for Integratitn of now machines

with mwisting equipeent and progressive ollmatin of osolete

machines. The layouts could be impleeented ens at a ties with

minimum impact to enining shest metal productien. ft the Interim

review in Dscember 1965, after reoerting the cost for each

layout, -ALC di restion wme given to concentrate on setimat S

the pdating of the miisting facility.

The misting eheet mtal eOmp is net designed for an optimum flew

of parts. The medernization layout repeeitioned mt maser Items

of equipeent for optimm flow of parts and material through the

show. The MYd pres, 30-ten pros, and Arer press wee net

releated becaue of 4 em le installation. I

13
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PART COUNT DATA (A)
EXISTING olIOfI PAMT

PART PORN: PAUT QTY ESTIMYK CAPAILITYHirm parNo. PER . Ego

PAUE PRESS 4.389 5,311 8,400 &1c

FIAT PARTS 2,300 2.73 18,200 1'

O mEm 154 I Z60 a

o NCE DO SIOl 0 416 50 &
SlTREM PRESS

o N SKIN 0 196 290 a
SWTCN PRESS

o ITPOM 0 280 3201'
0 DEP~ AM0 280 no &4
9 WM WORK, ETC. 721 w -

10,000 12,101 33,700& -

-PART COUNT DATA (B)' UE|ITIlM iNWdT PAMKI

SHAE FLAT PART QTY ESTIMATE CAPABILITYPRSPER No. PUNo. PER No.

NC OUTER 0 4,700 4,900 & c

NC PROFILE 0 2.700 4,900 & -
.~Mo PRESS

SHMEK I OTHERS 10,000 4,700 8.400 a -

ML10.000 12,100 18,200 &

*PART COUNT IN ThIS AREA WILL DROP.
PARTS WILL BE WM ON NEW IQUIPNDT.

FI7UM 3 PAMTS ATA

15



The mdernization layout is shown in Figure 2, Sheet Metal Shop

Iqmgernization Layout. This plan can be Implemented in small

i ncrements.

1. The major Items for Increaslng sheet metal parts

production are the NC router, NC profile punch press,

debur machine, and translator digitizing system. The NC

router and punch press will greatly facilitate the

shaping o4 sheet metal parts, and the translator

digitizing system will supply digitized data sets to the

NC machines. The debur machine will greatly reduce the

flow time and labor to brake and debur parts.

2. Since hydroform parts are more labor intensive although

fewer in count, hydroform pressme will require updating

prior to making Improvements in the brake press process.

The new hydraulic press with a trapped rubber head and

two feed tables should be put into operation, and then

the 500-ton hydraulic press should be refurbished with a

trapped rubber head and two fod tables added. This

impreveamt will considerably Increase the press 5

hydreferming capabilitie, thus allowing it to handle the

nsupected Increae in part count. This will contribute

significantly to the reduction of handoerk oan-hArs.

3. The brake form capability will be Improved with one 12-

f#0t MC brake press, one 6-4st WC brake pres, and one

4-4et NC brake press. In addition, unitized punching

1&
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tools for pilot holes are required. The addition of this

equipment will allow the brake fore to handle the

required Increased part count but will require the

addition of a new NC shear to cut raw material to flat

pattern sizes.

The following new equipment has been identified to increase the

shops' capability to produce sheet metal parts which are not

presently being fabricated at SA-AL.C but will be required for

future modification work on both present- and new-generation

aircraft u

1. NC Extrusion Stretch Press.

2. NC Skin Stretch Press.

3. Hot Form Press.

4. Fluid Cell Press.

To support the new NC machines, the organization responsible for

the layout of flat patterns and other tooling will require a

Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM)

terminal.* This terminal should interface with the proposed

digitized system which converts hardcopy drawings to digitized

data sets. The CAD/CAM terminal will be typical of those now In

use for HC mills and lathes and will allow tapes to be organized

for the NC router and punch press. The terminal should be

equipped withn (1) software programs to make data sets for

routing flat patterns for both airframe and conmmercial air

conditioning duct*,, and (2) sonftware that will Interface with the

17k
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NC machineg and also the plotters. The CAD/CAM system will not

be a primary system but will be utilized an a backup system to

preclude work stoppage for lack of data sets or other digitized

data.

6.3 New and Modified Machines

The new and modified machines recommended for use in the

modernization plan are listed in Appendix B, Tables 3-13 through

0-15. Data provided includeds

1. Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) Cost (FOB Supplier).

2. Expected Delivery Time Frame.

3. Consumable.

4. Electrical Power Requirements.

New equipment data contained in the matrices are based on

teleconference inquiries with equipment suppliers during the last

quarter of 1983. Prices are subject to change without notice.

The retained and modified equipment recommended for use in the

modernization plan io based on data from historical maintenance

records (Tables P-I throug 0-12 and Figures W-1 through 3-5),

cost estimations from refurbishment firms, machine replacement

values, and engineering judgement from visual observations.

One cOPy ef lapeutw, calculations, and original vendor data used

in preparation of this report will be catalogied and furnished at

the time of submittal f the final report.

1.
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7.0 OLPPORT O MIZATI1N ZNTERWACS

7.1 Conions

The following observations, derived from the technical teem

survey and the foregoing technical discussion, are offered to

further the process of modernization of the sheet metal shop.

Installation of NC equipment (brake and punch presses) and

trapped rubber heads for new or existing equipment will greatly

increase the capability to fabricate sheet metal parts and will

meet or exceed the 21 percent growth estimate. Large quantities

of data and material will be required to support the proposed new

sheet metal facility. The support organizations that will be

impacted the most by the new equipment are as followes

ENGINEERING Increase capability to allow part programming,

develop digitized data, and design tooling

(special tools, form blocks, etc.).

PLANNING With the increase in sheet metal parts production

and use of high-technology machines, the primary

concern is the requirement for a master schedule

based on part need date. Job planning should

include specification of materials, designation of

form blocks, machines, processes, and process

sequence.

19
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SCHEDULINS The job planning data should provide the basis for

preparing and maintaining a master schedule for

parts flow through the shops. Automatic Data

Processing (ADP) will simplify integrating new

tasks and coordinating tool availability,

material, and manpower.

MATERIAL ADP planning will enable accurate record keeping

and assist in projection of material usage so that

proper inventories can be established and

maintained.

SHOP - Select key people for training at factory schools

SUPERVISION and then cross-train backup personnel.

FACILITIES/ - Establish maintenance schedules for new machines and

MAINTENANCE train key personnel to new high-technology

requirements. Provide maintenance data for

integration with hardware production scheduling.

DATA - Update/develop standard automated planning system

PROCEUBIN8 to work with master schedule. Develop retention

and retrieval system for digitized data converted

from engineering drawings.

20
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TRAINING/ - Training on new high-technology equipment should

CERTIFICATION be part of the purchase agreement. At present, no

certification requirements are needed. For new NC

machines, trained operators are required and their

proficiency must be maintained and documented.

7.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations are derived from technical team

surveys. the modernization layout of Figure 2, and the foregoing

technical discussion. Specific recommendations are as follows:

Enaineerinq - SA-ALC engineering makes parts for many different

types of aircraft, each with a different drawing system (e.g.,

Boeing (B52), Lockheed (C5A and C130), etc.). With tne

introduction of data sets it becomes a major task to convert this

diversifi d data to a machine compatible language. A layout

specialist group will be required to translate these company

drawings to usable language data for the machine. This group will

provide the data necessary to define a flat pattern from hardcopy

for routing on the NC router or profile punch press. This group

will also arrange the parts an sheet stock to control scrap and

provide the data to the operators through tape or computer

storage for NC operation. All tapes for the NC router will be

prepared ty this group. They will also be responsible for storage

of the electronic data and to build a data base for future use.

21



Layout specialists can also support other organizations such as

tooling, by scribing or routing headers for a master model to be

used in drop hammer or fiberglass fabrication. Also, layout

specialists can provide building maintenance with data sets of

air conditioning transitions, plenums, etc., or provide full size

mylar copies of data to be used for making drill toois, hand

routers, and assembly fixtures. A specialist is needed who

understands design requirements for appropriate tools to work

with the new generation NC equipment.

PLannn - A master schedule based on part need date should be

developed. Detailed planning +or each part which includes

material, tool, machines, processes, process sequence, and part

flow through the shop should be formulated for consistency. Each

part should be assigned a code number, i.e., a series of numbers

or letters for automatic data processing. The number should

indicate such parametars as designated machine, processes,

surface finishes, material shape, chemistry, dimensions,

tolerances, lot size, etc. This information provides the

foundation for a data base which has broad applications. Since

SA-ALC makes parts for the B-52, C5, and C-i30 aircraft, each

with different types of drawing systems, the data base can be

used to group parts by common characteristics, which in turn,

makes it possible to eliminate unnecessary planning. Such a

system has been demonstrated to reduce the time required for

planning by as much as 80 percent.
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The survey team reviewed planning and scheduling systems during

the\remote site surveys. Standardization is the key. The syStm

surveyed were based on repeating the same functions over and over

and doing it the same way every time. SCAC standardized each

activity. Individual methodologies were discarded. This system

was then converted to usable software and sheet metal planning

became standard and automated.

With the new machines at SA-ALC a similar system should be

employed. The changes need to be internally reviewed and made an

integral part of the modernized sheet metal operations.

Sceuina - Scheduling must control parts flow through the

shops, i.e., when parts will be at specific locations, how long

they are to be in that Location, and what the "hold up" is if

they fail to move. With this system "bottle necks" and "work

stoppages" occurring from lack of data, material, or manpower

become highly visible.

Material - With automated planning and scheduling in place, the

materials function must also become automated. Part count,

quantity, material, etc., are easily assmable allowing

identification of trends. Once these trends are identified,

quantitative analysis can be made which will assist in projection

of material usage so that proper Inventories can be established

and maintained.
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~um bmvIsimm Training of personnel, to be specialists and

assuring backup personnel availability to crucial to a schedule-

sensi tivYe system. Now technology requires greater knoewl edge with

regard to utilization and training of personnel.

Faci lti 0aintonanco - With NC machines as primary drivers for

scheduled production it become vital to assure the machines

operate at optimm levels. Scheduled preventative maintenance io

the key to long runs with minimum down time. Maintenance should

become a part of master scheduling.

ta Frocugjo - This system will automatically be revised an

other organizations automate or apply electronic systems. The

main concern of this operation io to asaure standardization.

This means that each organization's data processing willI

interface with the others. An Individual from engineering,

planning, or scheduling should be responsible for maintaining

uniformity and standardization for the data system.

irainino/Crtificatigm - Training will be divided Into two

sections for the new electronic systems. Both operators and

maintenance personnel should be factory trained by the equipment

manufacturer and will then become Instructors for others.

Maintenance personnel, requiring factory training, will be used

to keep machines in service, to train other maintenance

personnel, and establish the milestones for preventative

maintenance on the master schedule.
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INDUSTRIAL SITE UMRVEY

TECHNGSY AShM T PORT

SEPTOSR 3-26, Oft5

The industrial site Suvvy aesments,

reported in this document, were requested by

the SA-ALC/MW, Kelly MU3, San Antonio, Tom"

72,069 under Glvernment Contract Nuber

F4180041-M7361 hoawr, It des not

ngse ri ly beer th endersement o4 the

requesting agency.
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fts imtwrta4 "ito wrveys wre caemt" i y a MO tine to

evaluate tflear shest mestal, fabricatinn astheis, procuures, data

Precossing, and soupment$ and to ascwtain i# pwrtiong of their

tuchneiugy, tishniqus, opetions, aMW faCtl Attn couid be

applied toa update the GA-O..C sheet astal oper ations.
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1.0INThOWPCTIOIN

The Piteory OJeintivs, Of the site surveys was to f amiliarize team

mmbers with the sheot metal fabri cation moths and data

processing at M0-OLC and than suvey the i ndustri al 9ites in the

areas of process equipment, warklead, Work flIOw, organization and

organizational interfaces. lO will evaluate their methoos of

operations to ascertain if portion* o+ their tochnoiogy ana

techniques, can be applied to @*-MX. operations.

2.QD 11ThE SJREys

2.1 ~ n ca im mn ~ u~~

ICAC isa the largest commercial aircraft maufacturer in the

worl d. Their sheet metal operati ons are art up to support

del ivery of no aircraft.* They produce a very large volume of

sheet metal parts; however, meet job orders processed through the

shep are for 10 to 20 parts/part nuer. The shet metal

farication facilities are located in Plant 11, Sattle,

kash I ngton.

The procedures used to identify and central flow of sheet metal

through the system were presented by the Industrial Engineeriang

Office. The cnept Isa based en a master schedulea wt th each

organization previding their service in a timely manner to

srdmce, parts en shedule. Pressure is pl aced an the schedule

edien one or awe groups increase thea r capabili £ty mid,

theref ore, put forth a reurement fer the interfacing group's

iMoreemet. This syste has foermed planning to join the high-

ttehnol egonvironment
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past plwnimg insthes owe uwpained. The only unifority am.

that smin eqpromemem mwe wood and som tandard "0to" a were

Owatlabig. The remwiroment #or inoremse efficioncy uhwatt" this

method a# operati on to a standardisRed sYstow. Rtesearch was

adisme nted and a System deviodd Which mae oil ost *staj

planning unsform. TOGlS 4we catalogued wiv wor Possible,
dw nwd as a standard.* A ethodoloegy wase develompe for

sequencingq the part through the shops and allaowed pl anningq to

reduce the #low time through the Shop by e0 PerCent. The oeral

*ffoct en the part production improvement curve tos till being

oased." It is, hewmvor, known that beides reduced planning

time, gains ewe maim ins

1. Otimating need for teals and their cast.

2. Mwe legible shop papor imachine typed versus handwitten).

3. Utandardixation of tesas by finiliss.

4. Reduced errors &n Moutang, Lor Gtaniards.

S. Pope&%ale #or fa lew-on let erders.

These change sowre drameac in changing the #ormat and output 04

prodcti on p1 ann'ingg bout the organiISOtAI eisa)GN mapwr Gmb~Ate

constant. Sumper ionoed per sonnel were umm to ceMil asdta, whi 10

ethers w.m rita& ned to wM th hi gh-teeweelOG eg ighi nine and

OWSuApont.



This system to simple and has many #mature* thiat could be

implemented at §n-A.C. It will requIre realigning Interf aces and

erganisatienal responsibilities. SUNNI Item which should be

consi dered far Incorporation into the SA-ALC sheet metal

operations includes

1. Standardization in design, planning, proceses, and parts

manufacturing.

2. The planner must plan each job from start to finish,

which includes specifying materials and dedicating

specific machine tools Ceiting/new), form blocks,

machines, processes, and the manufacturing of parts to a

predetermined schedule.

3. Each part should be assigned a classification number or

cede number, a series of numbers or letters which can be

handled by a computer. For ewample, it would include

machine operations, surface finishes, material shape,

chemistry, dimensiens, tolerances, lot size., etc. This

informatien provides the foundation for a data base which

has bread aplications. Since SA-ALC makes parts for the

S-92, CS, and C-130 aircraft each with different types of

droing systems, the parts can be grouped by common

characteristics, which in turn, makes It possible to

eliminate wnesry planning duplication. This has

been demonstrated to redace the ties for planning by as

much as SO perment.



4. Parts of the WCC system, when integrated with the SA-ALC

system, could provide the needed imPrOvesont to support

change and could possibly be eo4twere progremed into

eisting quipment. The standardization and uniformity

alone would reduce misinterpretation by interfacing

organizations and provide a smoother, quicker

transmission o4 data. The system is geared to accept

"surge loads" and, in most cass, without premium time

being allocated.

5. SCAC's primary driver "Production Schedule" was evident in

the warehousing of material, movement to the machines,

and the routing of tools to machines.

2.2 ooilno Military Airplane Comanv (CUVA) ISurve

MAC is primarily a large aircraft modification center for

military aircraft and large commercial airplanes. Their flight

line appears to be an International airport with all types, sizes

and vintages of aircraft represented. In some cause, parts and

aircraft were being repaired to foreign flight regulations. They

also build the cabin sections for the 737, 757, and 767 airplanes

for WCAC.

The primary concern at uMC was utilization of machines and

facilities when the quantity of parts might be one or two and the

schedule on the planning card was ASAP-AG.
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uAC ina smaller, more diverse sheet metal fabricator than BCAC.

Diverse machines much asm NC Laser routers, Linemill Tracer Water

Cutter routers, special designed routers to profile extensions,

and shop controlled digitizer systems were used. These allow

efficient utilization of material and the placement of AO parts

into the flow without jeopardizing planned schedules. When the

shop or workload capability is calculated, the allotted time is

so close to actual time that any break in the system creates

large backlogs. This has made it necessary to develop a

comprehensive preventative maintenance system and machine

replacement program which allows the sheet metal shop to support

the high volume quantities their programs require.

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines and Numerical Control

(NC) machines require large amounts of data and large quantities

of material. Digitized systems are controlled by and dedicated

to support the sheet metal shop in fabrication of spare parts for

all types of military and commercial aircraft, both U.S. and

foreign. Boeing maintains approximately a 3-month supply of

material based on the current use rate. Material availability

status is basically computer controlled and is monitored very

closely. Boeing usually contracts with a vendor to supply their

material for a specific period of time. The vendor monitors the

use rate and keeps the material at a specified level.

Boeing has standardized all their Engineering, Planning, and

Manufacturing operatione vi*c~k allows BMAC and BCAC to have the

same data processing operation. BMAC is geareoa to make small

A-9
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quantities of parts with minimum tooling and yet maintain a large

product support capability for C.

1. Same as SCAC.

2. Note: The digitizing system at SA-ALC to inout data to

the new NC machines should be dedicated to or controlled

by_ the shet metal operation. Any interruption of data

flow to the machines will result in a large backlog of

orders very quickly. A disruption of material supply can

also result in increased backlog.

2.3 Sacramento Air Loo istics Center (SM-ALC) Purvey

This survey was an opportunity to study a companion Air Force

Logistics Center operation using the same regulations as SA-ALC
4

and ascertain if innovations were being used which could be

applied at SA-ALC operations.

This logistic command supports the AO1, Fill, and 8-52 aircraft.

Their operation parallels SA-ALC but innovations have been

implemented to efficiently use their machines.

Scheduling and routing is in the process of implementing a change

to a "Kit" method. This system routes all orders and material to

the "Kit" area, the orders and materials are then released to the

work area on a schedule need requirement not on an "'rnld-hour"

value or some other priority.
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Template layout requirements are also provided by a template

layout group. These draftsmen prepare all templates for the

brake presses, router, headers in master models, and locate

features for assembly tools. They also design tools, prepare

tapes for NC punch presses, develop flat patterns, and define

material quantities for production runs.

The NC punch press was the leading item in the sheet metal

fabrication area. The addition of a trapped rubber head to an

old hydraulic press and automatic loading devices, along with a

"follow a line" battery-powered mule, are examples of innovative

improvement.

SM-ALC personnel were very inquisitive about other operations in

other places, and talked briefly of developing an Air Force

Logistics Center (AFLC) quarterly meeting to exchange ideas.

ADVANTAGE

1. Planning provides the sheet metal craftsmen with the

data, material, and tools, if required, so their time can

be devoted to making parts.

2. Planning is scheduling the work to a master parts

schedule.

3. Their digitizing system is dedicated to sheet metal

operation. This works very well for SM-ALC with no

problems reported.
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2.4 United Airlines Survey

United Airlines is a large commercial airline company. Their

primary task is scheduled maintenance of commercial airplanes to

maintain a passenger movement schedule.

This survey was short but informative. Most maintenance is on

major engine components, landing gears, brakes, control surfaces,

etc. They have major spares and change out of flaps, gear doors,

entry doors, cargo doors, etc. Their priority concerns are

record keeping and engineering planning for timely identification

of requirements and fabrication of repair parts. They have

standardized their sheet metal processing procedures and

manufacture sheet metal parts to one standard regardless of

aircraft type used: i.e., Boeing, Lockheed, McDonald Douglas,

Air Bus, etc. They have coordinated with the major aircraft

manufacturers to assure their processes and procedures meet or

exceed their requirement. The main sheet metal schedule

potential problem is a single failed item caused by ground

handling, cargo loading, or other small quick fim items. To

handle these problems, a communication system is set up through

Engineering and requirements are prepared. Working in parallsi,

Purchasing is procuring material and the shop is gathering,

designing, or fabricating assist tooling. When Engineering is

ready each organization has standardized methods to process sheet

metal in their area, allowing a short response time.
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ADVANTAGE

1. Standardized sheet metal processing procedures and parts

manufacturing.

2. The quick response time between Engineering, Planning,

Material, and the sheet metal shops to handle fixes.

2.3 Summary

Each of these facilities have unique application of sheet metal

fabrication. Machines and facilities, at each site surveyed,

were reviewed and evaluated. Machine types and craftsmen of all

sites were basically the same. The differences in productivity

are significant and the methodology used to achieve the end item

productivity is equally diversified. Each site has applied new

technology to their facility, each in a oifferent manner.

One specific question asked at each site surveyed was, "What is

the best way to increase productivity in your shop"? They all

gave one basic answer. Give the shop craftsmen complete planned

jobs with the required tools (special tools%, form blocks, etc.)

and materials at his workstation so he can keep his machine busy

making parts. The second answer was give him the best equipment

pgstible to work with.
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APPENDIX B

TABLES AND FIGURES FOR MACHINE MATRIX
AND MAINTENANCE DATA ON MACHINES
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